Transformation

轉

jǔang

to turn;
to revolve;
to rotate

變

bien

to change;
to alter;
to become;
an unexpected turn
jǔang

轉

che  juán

car  concentrate
Transformation involves careful concentrated, calculated, and deliberate action in order to steer the "car" so that the turn will result in a change of direction.
“The world is a book and those who do not travel read only one page.”

-- St. Augustine
“Walking a thousand miles of the world is better than reading ten thousand scrolls of books.”

-- Chinese Proverb
Business Perspective
Transformation Through Travel

- Global Awareness / Import and Export
- Increase Confidence / Make Good Decisions
- Energy / Passion
- Align/Build and Traveling Experience
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New Project Kick-off Meeting
Transformation

- We must continuously be transformed daily
- We must be aware of the global environment
- Transformation by the renewing of your mind
- Transformation must be deliberate, intentional, and purposeful
“A person needs at intervals to separate from family and companions and go to new places. One must go without familiars in order to be open to influence, to change.”

-- Katherine Butler Hathaway